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Glossary of Terms 

 

Cognitive Biomarkers: New assessment tools that result from the combination of cognitive markers 

with methods to gather evidence about underlaying pathology (biological mechanisms). 

Conjunctive Binding: an integrative function through which different pieces of low-level information 

(shapes, colours, lines, orientation), are unified and held together to form and represent the identity 

of objects. It can operate throughout the hierarchy of cognition. Changing any of the integrated 

features would lead to a new identity. Detecting such changes across visual arrays of multi-feature 

items is the key principle of the change detection paradigm on which the STMBT relies. 

FCSRT: Free and Cued Selective Reminding Tests 

LTM: Long-term memory 

MBT: Memory Binding Test. The new name given to the MCT to highlight its long-term memory 

relational binding component. 

MCT: Memory Capacity Test.  

MTL: Medial temporal lobe 

PAL: Paired Associates Learning. A form of LTM relational binding. 

Recognition via Change Detection: a retrieval function used by the STMBT. This entails detecting 

whether two consecutive arrays of multi-feature items (e.g., coloured shapes) are the same or 

different. In 50% of the trials they are the same and in the other 50%, the second array (test array) 

presents items not seen in the first array (study). In the context of the STMBT such changes could 

comprise new features replacing studied features (new shapes or new colours) or features swapping 

between items. The former procedure is used to assess memory for single features whereas the latter 

is used to assess memory for feature bindings. 

Recognition via Reconstruction: a retrieval function used by in some versions of the STMBT. This 

assesses the ability to recognise object’s parts and to recall their binding. As such, reconstruction in a 

more cognitive challenging function as two retrieval processes are involved. The fact that STM binding 

deficits in AD have been observed using various retrieval procedures, task materials, and task 

parameters has provided substantial evidence confirming that is the function and not the ability to 

perform a given task what AD affects.  



Relational Binding: a form of associate memory through which different pieces of information, each 

with own identity, are held together in memory forming complex representations. It can operate in 

STM and in LTM. In the latter is thought to support the formation of episodic memory (e.g., linking 

what, where, and when) 

STMBT: Short Term-Memory Binding Test. A test that assesses the ability to temporarily hold (for a 

few seconds) conjunctions of features such as shapes and colours. 

 


